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“Over the next few years we aspire to support creation of some of the most  
  compelling and remarkable content ever produced. Coupled with the flexibility  
  of our Internet viewing and power of our personal recommendations we will keep  
  changing television for the better.”

  — Reed Hastings, CEO and David Wells, CFO of Netflix in Q3 ’13 Letter to Shareholders

Audience Consumption of Netflix Original Series

Netflix serves their original content in a distinctive way that encourages voracious consumption per 
engagement. They capitalize on their 40 million-plus subscriber base and their technology’s ability 
to house an extensive library of movies and TV shows to deliver content in bulk (full season) at scale. 
Combined with the recent advances in smart TVs and tablets, this expands Netflix’s penetration across 
supported devices in a household. A viewer no longer must consume one spoonful at a time, episode-
by-episode, with the aftertaste of commercials. Netflix subscribers can choose to binge on 13 hours 
straight of a 13-episode series if they choose. 

In an on-demand world where it’s difficult enough to land a single appointment with a viewer in any 
time slot, Netflix doesn’t have to spend time and effort getting viewers to tune in week after week at 
a specific time. They aren’t competing in the traditional arena of time-slotting: day of week, time of 
day, and seasonality. They simply house it and hope the content and its fans will do all the talking for 
them. Some of their hit series, like House of Cards and Orange is the New Black, are doing just that by 
winning awards and producing viewership that Netflix claims to be on par with some of the biggest 
shows across network and cable TV. In 2014, they are looking to double their investment in original 
content series. 

When viewers can access an entire season’s worth of episodes all at once to consume at their own 
pace, versus receiving each episode weekly along with the entire country at a set time and date, 
different social conversation patterns will result. When and how does conversation trajectory start to 
build for new shows? Are people more apt to go to blogs and forums to discuss entire seasons rather 
than engage in real time on Twitter or Facebook during or directly after individual episodes? What 
types of communal conversation happen around fully formed seasons that are taken down in one or  
a few quick bites? We’ll look into some of Netflix’s most-talked-about original content series to find 
the answers.
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Comparing Netflix’s Top Shows 

Appointment Viewing Naturally Prompts Conversations Around a Shared Experience

Typically, hit shows with a passionate following draw peaks in anticipatory conversations a day or two 
before the show airs, and conversations reacting to the show a day or two after. One can even look 
at how that show generates conversation during the actual episode—minute-by-minute.  In between 
episodes lie lower valleys in conversation volume, but during this time, a lot of time is left for the 
viewer to digest and talk about the show.

Total Access Viewing Without an Appointment Fragments Conversations

Netflix functions differently. Netflix launches their original series fully formed in bulk to be consumed 
at the viewer’s leisure, no appointment, which usually leads to binging. The patterns of promotion and 
conversation do not align with that of traditional linear TV, because the conversations either happen 
all at once, or they don’t happen at all. Aside from the paid promotion and publicity Netflix does to 
launch a series, they must rely heavily on audiences and professional reviews to promote on their 
behalf. The conversation doesn’t pulse by episode, which, for series whose episodes appear weekly, 
helps build sustained awareness and intrigue for non-viewers. The majority of conversation occurs 
during the few months directly after the launch, then starts to sputter unless the show receives the 
added benefit of awards and nominations.
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Mentions & Impressions
 

Continuous On-Demand Access Presents Unlimited Opportunities to Attract New Viewers

We can’t, however, automatically conclude that this type of content delivery fosters less conversation 
or fanfare among audience viewers. It’s a new approach. When Netflix begins to promote Season 2 of 
their hit series next year, it’s an opportunity to simultaneously generate buzz and excitement around 
the show for existing fans while attracting new audience members to join the fun by catching up on 
Season 1. These could be the viewers who heard a lot of great things about the show during Season 1, 
but were too tied up with other shows to participate. 

Now, with no prior engagements, they might be able to attend this year’s big dinner party, where there 
will be lots of people who’ve seen Season 1 gathered at the same table talking. Everyone will race to 
be the first to consume the content’s characters, plots, and storylines just so they can earn a seat at 
the table and be the first one to speak. There is social currency in being the first to know. 

Year over year, the audiences will continue to grow, and it’s possible that Netflix could think of ways 
to corral those users interested in watching as a group to facilitate conversations around specific 
time appointments. With such a large community, simply creating exclusive bonus content for fans of 
certain shows could be used to incentivize fans to take actions on behalf of Netflix.
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Sentiment and Passion Intensity

Conversation volume is only a small piece of the overall story. There are shows with large audience 
viewership (TV ratings) where only a small percentage of audience members discuss the show. 
Conversely, there are shows with lower ratings that have highly engaged audiences. In those cases, 
a larger percentage of the audience speaks on the show’s behalf and can actually be leveraged to 
help cross-promote other content on that channel/technology. But is what they’re saying actually 
positive for the show? Could speaking negatively about a much-hated character actually be positive in 
terms of actively engaging and eliciting emotion from the audience?  NetBase helps to uncover these 
answers by applying Net Sentiment and Passion Intensity to the overall conversation size.

Let’s examine the following Netflix original series that were released this year. It’s no surprise that 
Arrested Development leads in mentions. It was an established cult favorite whose post-mortem 
life on Netflix continued to earn the show even more fans after FOX cancelled the show after three 
seasons due to sub-par ratings. When it was resurrected by Netflix, the critics who once sang the 
show’s praises and its existing fans were of course excited and filled with high expectations. It ranked 
#1 in total mentions out of the four, but #3 in Net Sentiment and #2 in Passion Intensity. Why is this so?
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There are some apparent reasons why Arrested Development has a lower Net Sentiment than House 
of Cards, but still a high Passion Intensity. Arrested Development has the second most negative 
conversation happening, but some very strong negative language being used. Some fans were very 
disappointed that Arrested Development didn’t live up to the expectations they had for its former self. 
Using other widgets like the ones below, which reveal Negative Emotions and Dislikes, provides a way 
to organize and isolate the drivers behind this negative sentiment. 
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Uncover the Emotions and Behaviors Beneath Net Sentiment and Passion Intensity

Stories are created to connect at a visceral level with an audience. People identify with stories because 
they relate to characters, both good and bad. They stick with the story as the plot unfolds, episode 
by episode, because they’re emotionally invested in the outcome. If a story is not inciting people’s 
emotions, people won’t connect, they won’t engage, and they’ll make the choice to stop listening.

With NetBase, one can learn to “accentuate the positive and eliminate the negative” in order to stir 
emotions and influence behaviors. Changing detrimental negatives emotions into positive emotions 
is key when engaging current audiences and attracting new ones who have steered clear of the show 
for various reasons. Drilling into emotions (auto-detected by NLP) will reveal what’s registering with 
the audience. NetBase’s NLP auto-detects what positive behaviors consumers are talking about, which 
is information that can be used to measure the effectiveness of specific content and make course 
corrections. In addition, it’s possible to map where viewers of other shows are emotionally and serve 
them more customized messaging and incentive to draw them to your show.
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Reveal Even More Context at the Sound Bite Level

By simply clicking into the “Emotion: LOVE,” you’re able to understand the reasons why audiences 
are saying they LOVE certain shows. You can then click again on individual words within these 
word clouds. It will reveal the identity of the author who is expressing that Positive Attribute in 
relation to the emotion LOVE, their gender, their geo-location, their Klout Score, and on which 
websites they discussed it. You can click as far down to “Soundbites” to see verbatim the actual 
context of the conversation. 
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Key Takeaways

• Netflix’s total access to full, commercial-free, TV series seasons promotes binge viewing.

• Netflix’s user base continues to grow, which allows them more leverage to negotiate for  
premium content from networks, as well as develop and produce their own.

• Different conversation patterns arise when you can consume a show in bulk on your own 
schedule versus week-to-week episode releases.

• Netflix must find creative ways to sustain the conversation over a strategic time window to 
continue to attract new viewers and grow the overall audience year over year.

• Netflix could find even more ways to incentivize fans to speak on their behalf by offering 
exclusive content and experiences for fans to participate in.

• Social conversation size doesn’t mean that a show is the most popular. Slicing up the 
conversation to reveal the Overall Sentiment, Passion, Emotions and Behaviors provides a 
better understanding of your audience than do static numbers.

• Understanding what your audience connects with allows you to create stronger content that 
meets those needs.

For More Information

Click here to request a demo on how NetBase currently analyzes television shows to help build 
audiences and justify ad spend. Check out Part 2 of the Social TV Series: Deep Dive into Orange 
Is the New Black to get a closer look at how you can monitor and make sense of social television 
conversations. If you have any questions, call us at 1-855-SOCMROI (1-855-762-6764), send us an 
email or a note via Twitter or Facebook. We’d be happy to help.

http://www.netbase.com/solutions/products/media-entertainment/
mailto:info%40netbase.com?subject=Netflix%20Series%20%26%20Binge%20Viewers
https://twitter.com/netbase
https://www.facebook.com/NetBaseInc
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